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JACOB MODULAR PIPEWORK SYSTEMS  
PIPE SYSTEMS for bulk goods handling, dust-extraction and ventilation plants 
 
Used in all industrial sectors. 
 
 
Headquarters:  Fr. Jacob Söhne GmbH & Co. KG 

        Niedernfeldweg 14, 32423 Porta Westfalica, Germany 
  info@jacob-rohre.de 

 
With 40 representatives in 35 countries around the world. 
 
www.jacob-pipesystems.eu www.jacob-tubingsystems.eu 
 
 
 
Products 
 
Pipe- and distributing systems in a modular design for bulk-goods, dust-extraction,  
outgoing air. D=60-1600 mm, 1-3 mm wall-thicknesses, powder-coated, galvanised as  
well as stainless steel. Authentic JACOB in larger diameters as a special requirement. 
 
 
 
JACOB Products 
 
Pipes/tubes, bends, segments,  push-in pipes/slip tubes, inspection pipes/sections, 
cleaning pipes/sections, forks/laterals, T-pieces, symmetrical/conical forks/laterals, cast-iron 
piping/tubing abrasion resistant, pull-rings, U-shaped seals, spouts, connecting flanges, 
cone adapter pieces, hose connections, air regulator gates, non-return valves, throttle 
valves, earthing lugs/wires, bagging spouts, flanges, plexiglass pipes/tubes, mounting 
clamps, two-way-valves, two-way distributors, pipe regulator gates, turn-head distributors, 
twin-pipe turn-head distributors, dust-tight turn-head distributor, swivel-pipe-switches. 
 
For ordering the JACOB product catalog have a look to our website! 
 
www.pipe-systems.de  www.tubing-systems.eu          www.jacob-rohre.de 
 
 
 
Company Profile  
 
JACOB is no.1 for modular pipework systems in Europe. Conveying pipe systems for bulk 
good handling and dust extraction as well as ventilation plants for environmental techniques 
are the two large scopes for JACOB pipe systems. Simple and fast mounting, safe and 
innovative developments and high quality guarantee the leading position of JACOB within 
all industries which need metallic pipework in manufac-turing processes. 
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The customers come from the food industry, for example coffee, cocoa, chocolate, tobacco, 
sugar, the grain processing, the chemical industry, the pharmaceutical-  and plastic 
industry, automotive constructors, feed mills, the chip industry,  the recycling industry, plant 
constructors, the paper industry or also the industry for building materials. 
 
At present 40 representatives in Europe and overseas ensure the proximity to the 
customers and the continuous growth of the market leader. Daughter companies in France, 
Italy, Great Britain and in the USA belong to the JACOB GROUP. The headquarters of the 
worldwide operating company is located in Germany (in Porta Westfalica/North Rhine 
Westphalia). The company here has 250 employees on her largest production location in 
the JACOB GROUP. With the pressing routes and the most modern laser manufacturing 
industrial serial production with own developed tools and precise single and small-batch 
manufacturing are possible. Europe`s largest warehouse of this kind - more than 5.600 
square meters -  guarantee fastest availability of all production items. 
 
www.pipe-systems.de  www.tubing-systems.eu          www.jacob-rohre.de 
 
 
 
 


